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Introduction

Semiconductor nanocrystals are nanometer sized crystals that originate from semiconducting

bulk materials. The properties of nanocrystals are mostly governed by the fact that their size

is in the range where quantum mechanical effects are very important. This has crucial effects,

e.g. contrary to the indirect band structure of macrometer sized crystallites, nanocrystals may

have measurable luminescence. Furthermore, the surface bears special importance due to the

large surface/volume ratio. Its presence can completely change the behavior of the system,

overcoming the quantum confinement effect. On one hand, this is a drawback since one has to

be extremely cautious when it comes to making nanocrystals, on the other hand this unique

property gives new knobs to turn: by changing the ligands at the surface or by manipulating

surface atoms one may readily tune the properties of nanocrystals towards the desired direction.

Thanks to the ever improving experimental techniques, producing and working with nanocrys-

tals can be done routinely in the laboratories nowadays. Semiconductor nanocrystals are im-

portant target materials for realizing chemical, biological sensors and third generation solar

cells. Since only indirect measurements can be done on these deeply quantum mechanical

objects in most of the cases, it is inevitable to perform atomistic simulations.

Goals of the research

My research is devoted to the investigation of the optical properties of group IV semiconductor

nanocrystals using density functional theory and beyond methods. Since I dealt with cova-

lently bonded nanocrystals in my work, the surface is of special importance: the symmetry is

broken, atoms have dangling bonds that have to be considered. Understanding the behavior of

such surface structures is one of the most important aspect both from experimental and theo-

retical point of view. It is more and more important to not only understand already existing

experiments, but also to predict new working principles.

My work can be partitioned into three major areas following how one can make nanocrystals

based on carbon and silicon: I have investigated the optical properties of silicon, silicon carbide,

and diamond nanocrystals.

• Third generation solar cells hold the promise for cheaper and more efficient photovoltaics

than existing solutions. According to the Shockley–Queisser limit, the overall efficiency

of single junction solar cells is limited by the fact that highly energetic excited charge

carriers relax to their respective band edges via phonon emission. Avoiding phonon as-

sisted relaxation may result in either hot electron or carrier multiplication solar cells.

In the former the photovoltage while in the latter the extracted current is increased.

Considering the latter, quantum confined structures may help increasing carrier multipli-

cation events yielding higher quantum efficiency as was originally suggested by theoretical
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predictions, which has been experimentally confirmed. Interestingly, first experimental

reports were hard to reproduce. I set the goal to investigate high energy excitations in

silicon nanocrystals as a function of surface terminations and to correlate the results with

available experimental data.

• Silicon carbide nanocrystals are potential candidates for realizing in vivo biological imag-

ing. Results published in the literature regarding the optical properties of silicon carbide

nanocrystals were controversial: the optical gap of larger nanocrystals was larger, which

contradicts quantum confinement – the smaller the nanocrystal the larger the gap. My

goal was to resolve this controversy by modeling.

• Diamondoids, special diamond nanocrystals built up from the diamond cages are sp3

bonded structures. According to recent experiments 99% pure diamond nanocrystal sam-

ples can be produced with knowing their exact atomic structure. It was not experimen-

tally understood what was the reason for their relatively low optical gap, as confinement

predicts that it would be beyond 10 eV. Furthermore, the size and optical gap relation

was not monotonous. Since the structure of these nanocrystals is exactly known, they are

ideal testbeds to benchmark theoretical approaches. My goal was to understand these

issues by performing density functional theory based calculations. Further calculations

could be carried out to investigate the effect of surface adsorbants as the surface is very

well controllable using standard chemistry approaches, for example. This may be useful

to achieve bioimaging of human cells. However, pure diamondoids luminesce in the ul-

traviolet range, for bioimaging applications light emission in the infrared range is sought

after. I set forward calculations to find ligands that tune the optical properties towards

the desired visible, infrared range.

Methods

Calculating the optical response of semiconductor nanocrystals is far from being trivial, even

with current computational capacities. Since the quantum mechanical nature of electrons

cannot be neglected, the Schrödinger equation in its full realm needs to be addressed. Within

linear response theory, the knowledge of the energies and wave functions of the ground and

excited states of time-independent Schrödinger equation is enough, one can then easily obtain

the expectation values of spectroscopic observables using well-known formulas. However, the

solution of the Schrödinger equation is not possible but for very small systems, which are of

no real interest in real physical situations.

In order to arrive at approximate solutions of the Schrödinger equation, I have used a

different formulation of Schrödinger’s wave function theory, which became famous as “density

functional theory”. In density functional theory the main variable is not the many-body wave

function, but the three-dimensional density, as its name suggests [Hohenberg and Kohn, 1964].
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This reduction of the phase-space is very good for numerical reasons, still all effects previously

included in the wave function has to be wrapped into an effective field (exchange-correlation

potential) [Kohn and Sham, 1965]. This effective field is not known exactly, but there are

numerous ways to approximate it. The statistically accurate PBE0 approximation (so called

hybrid functional) was proven to be one of the most accurate approach without any empirical

parameters [Burke et al., 1997, Adamo and Barone, 1999].

During my work, I used this particular functional and its predecessor, the PBE functional.

To predict the optical properties of nanocrystals I used the linear-response formulation of time-

dependent density functional theory, which is an extension of ground state density functional

theory to treat time-dependent problems [Runge and Gross, 1984].

New scientific results

1. First Thesis point My time-dependent density functional theory calculations showed

that: (a) 2× 1-like surface reconstruction decreases the optical gap (Eg) of the d=1.2 nm

hydrogenated silicon nanocrystal from 3.0 eV to 2.0 eV, furthermore it yields enhanced

absorption in the 0 − 2 × Eg region. The d=2 nm nanocrystal showed no gap reduction

upon 2 × 1-like reconstruction, but the absorption was increased in the 0 − 2 × Eg region

due to enhanced density of states around band edges. (b) In case of 25% surface cover-

age the presence of surface methyl groups give rise to 45(10)% increase in the integrated

absorption in the 0 − 2 × Eg(0 − 3 × Eg) region. The presence of surface hexyl groups

with 19% surface coverage yields 100(60)% increase in the respective energy regions. (c)

By increasing the concentration of silicon nanocrystals, the absorption gets enhanced in

the 0 − 3 × Eg energy region due to overlapping unoccupied states. These findings ex-

plain recent experimental measurements where increased absorption was measured with

increasing nanocrystal concentration and may help optimize nanocrystal based photo-

voltaic cells[T1].

2. Second Thesis point I showed that the calculated optical gap of hydrogenated silicon

carbide nanocrystals with diameter of 0.9–3.2 nm can be described by the equation E(d) =

1.41 + 2.74/d1.34, where E is given in eV and d is the diameter of the nanocrystals in

nanometer. Furthermore, I showed that 2 × 1, 3 × 1 and step like surface reconstructions

give rise to defect states within the gap for smaller than ≈3 nm nanocrystals [T2,T3,T4].

3. Third Thesis point I showed by means of time-dependent density functional calcula-

tions on the 1.4 nm silicon carbide nanocrystals that some specific oxygen related defects

significantly alter the optical and vibrational properties: (a) The neutral C=O double

bond shrinks the optical gap the most: the gap decreases from 4.2-4.3 eV (ultraviolet

region) to 1.8-1.9 eV (red part of the visible region). I found that the calculated charac-

teristic C=O stretching bond is at 1650 cm−1. (b) The neutral Si=O double bond has a
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calculated stretching mode of 1250 cm−1 and an absorption edge of 2.8 eV. These results

explain well experimental findings[T4,T5,T6].

4. Fourth Thesis point My time-dependent density functional theory calculations with

the PBE0 hybrid functional kernel on 10-26 atom diamond nanocrystals (diamondoids)

showed that (a) the lowest energy excited states are Rydberg-like states for all the con-

sidered structures with showing practically no quantum confinement; (b) the calculated

optical gaps are in agreement with the experimental findings with mean absolute de-

viation of 0.15 eV; (c) the calculated optical gaps show non-monotonous behavior as a

function of the number of carbon atoms in the system which is due to dipole forbidden

optical transitions in diamantane, [121]tetramantane, [12312]hexamantane[T7,T8].

5. Fifth Thesis point My time-dependent density functional theory calculations showed

that if hydrogen atoms are replaced by double bonded sulfur atoms on the surface of

two selected diamondoids (adamantane and [1(2,3)4]pentamantane) then the optical gap

is pushed towards the visible region. I found that at full surface coverage the energy

of the first dipole allowed optical transition is 2.6 eV for adamantane and 1.5 eV for

[1(2,3)4]pentamantane. The transitions responsible for the gap shrinkage are n → π∗

transitions. This finding, together with the biocompatibility of diamond, may help in

realizing new generation of in vivo biological markers[T8,T9].
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